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“Space for Med” is a joint initiative
between ESA and EIB
“Space for Med”
supports economic
growth in the
Southern and Eastern
Mediterranean region
by exploring the
possibilities offered by
space-based services in
key economic sectors.
ESA – IAP

SpaceforMed

EIB - FEMIP

SpaceforMed
3 main thematic focus areas:
•

Energy and
Renewable energies

•

Transport and logistics

•

Water management

Ambassador Platform
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It is based on ESA’s IAP programme
and on EIB’s FEMIP instrument

SpaceforMed

EIB
•

The EIB is the European Union’s bank.

•

Largest multilateral borrower and lender of the world, providing finance and
expertise for sound and sustainable investment projects, mostly in the EU.

•

Owned by the 27 Member States and contributing to EU policy objectives
(Supporting Jobs & Growth, Climate action, External action, …).

•

~2000 staff members, headquartered in Luxembourg

FEMIP (Facility for Euro-Mediterranean Investment and Partnership):
•

EIB’s instrument to assist the economic and social development of the
Mediterranean partner countries

•

Main task: encouraging modernisation and opening-up of partner countries’
economies.

•

Countries: Algeria, Egypt, Gaza/West Bank, Israel, Jordan, Lebanon,
Morocco, (Syria) and Tunisia and soon Libya…

EIB’s priorities in the Med lie in
Energy, Transport and Environment
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Space for Med focuses on awareness
and project-related activities
Awareness Raising
•

Direct interaction with
potential users/stakeholders;

•

Identification of needs
and added-value of possible
space-based solutions;

•

Information about project
opportunities

•

Thematic workshops to
increase the knowledge
about opportunities offered.
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Project‐related Activities
•

Build-up services of
relevance for the FEMIP
countries;

•

IAP Feasibility studies
and projects, ideally linked
to future EIB projects in the
region and corresponding to
EIB’s objectives.

•

Projects detected at EIB
and externally

Support by dedicated IAP ambassador platform:
•
•

Act as main entry point for interested stakeholders
Facilitate interaction between ESA and EIB
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Awareness activities allow to
connect with potential users
Launch conference in Barcelona
in November 2012

(VI MEDITERRANEAN WEEK OF ECONOMIC LEADERS)

SpaceforMed
Collaborations started with:
• Observatoire
Méditerranéen de l’Energie

•

Centre d’études de
transports de la
Méditerranée Occidentale

•

Global Water Partnership
- Mediterranean
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A conference on Energy/RE is
planned in September 2013
•

SpaceforMed

Objectives:
•

Organize larger conference on « Space-based applications for
the energy/renewable energies in the Mediterranean region »

•

Show the benefits that space-based applications can bring to
stakeholders in the Energy and Renewable Energies domain, in
particular in the Southern and Eastern Mediterranean region.

•

Engage discussions to generate ESA IAP projects in Energy &
Renewable Energies, with participation of OME and its members, and
further organizations.

•

Date: September / October 2013 (TBC)

•

Location: ESA-ESTEC, Noordwijk, NL

•

50-60 Participants (on invitation only)

Short studies allow to evaluate
the potential of activities for FEMIP
Modalities & Content
• Identified through discussions
between ESA, EIB and
stakeholders
• Duration: 3-6 months
• Budget: 40-60 k€
• Content
1.Identification of stakeholders /
user needs in FEMIP countries
2.Market assessment in FEMIP
countries
3.Identification of specific
opportunities
4.Preliminary approach to service
model in FEMIP countries
5.Dissemination / Publication of
results
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Areas under investigation
• Soon to be implemented:
• Pipeline Integrity
Monitoring
• Concentrated Solar
Power Forecasting
• Tracking and tracing of
dangerous goods
• Under discussion:
• Electricity Grid
monitoring
• Integrated traffic
management
• Water quality
monitoring
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A “call for ideas” will open
additional project opportunities
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What is currently discussed?

•
•

We want to open an opportunity for
industry, service providers and
users

•

It could materialize in different
forms: Call for user ideas, IAP
prize, open competition, …
What will we look for?

•
•

Projects according to ESA-IAP rules

•

Primarily targeting energy,
transport or water management

•

Proposed service should be of
benefit to the FEMIP countries
STATUS:

•
•

Concept is under discussion
at EIB and ESA

•

We will keep you informed
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Conclusions

SpaceforMed

1. « Space for Med » is one of several successful partnerships between
ESA and EIB.
2. The implementation is challenging due to different objectives and
procurement rules.
3. But it is of mutual benefit for both institutions:
• EIB and its FEMIP department see value in the IAP programme,
bringing potential economic benefit to the Med partner countries.
• For ESA, it opens new opportunities for IAP in areas and regions
that would otherwise have been less explored.
4. There are opportunities for the space industry to shape the present
and future of this initiative:
• Participate in « call for ideas ».
• Participate in the upcoming workshops.
• Generally open to receive ideas for studies and projects, both from
service providers and users.
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Thank you for your attention!
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